Why are these Korean children
a year ahead in English?

Sullivan School, Seoul

A case study

How Jolly Phonics made such
an impact on our students
By John Slaney, teacher at Sullivan School, Seoul
others were quite low.
It was decided that one month per sound
group (ie. per Finger Phonics book) would
be the goal. The great thing about this
program is that it is flexible in allowing the
teacher to be innovative
My first concern was the
while still using the
I cannot say enough
principles of the program.
pace at which to present the
about the impact Jolly
program. My class was
Phonics has made on
comprised of four and five
I was fortunate to have the
the children.
year old EFL (English as a
same students for three
foreign language) students.
hours per day. After
Sullivan School is an English
completing a themerelated activity for one hour, I had two
only school, so all of the instruction was
given in English. The language level in my
hours to devote to Jolly Phonics. Anyone
who has taught phonics knows that this
class was quite varied, some of the
students were near native level while
would be torture for most three, four, and
I started using Jolly Phonics (in particular
The Phonics Handbook) in March 2003.
Although I decided to do things a little
differently than the Handbook suggested, I
could not have been as effective without it.

Results at the end of the year
Panda Class (6-7 year olds)
Student
Child 1
Child 2
Child 3
Child 4
Child 5
Child 6
Child 7
Child 8

Age
6.2
6.8
6.7
6.3
6.11
6.5
6.6
6.9
6.6
Gain over actual age

Reading Age
8.1
7.0
8.9
7.3
7.2
6.5
6.3
7.0
7.3
+7 months

Spelling Age
8.1
7.2
7.11
6.10
7.1
5.11
6.0
7.0
7.0
+4 months

Reading Age
7.4
7.4
6.5
6.8
Absent
6.2
6.4
6.2
7.8
7.2
7.2
7.2
6.10
+17 months

Spelling Age
6.9
7.2
6.4
7.6
5.0
5.6
6.2
6.2
8.4
7.8
7.0
7.2
6.9
+16 months

Dolphin Class (5-6 year olds)
Student
Child 1
Child 2
Child 3
Child 4
Child 5
Child 6
Child 7
Child 8
Child 9
Child 10
Child 11
Child 12

Age
5.7
5.9
5.4
5.7
4.3
4.7
5.11
5.2
5.7
5.8
5.8
4.2
5.3
Gain over actual age

We used standardized tests at the end of the year to measure the children’s ability. The older
children, in Panda Group, showed good results, being several months ahead of their age in
reading and spelling. However, it was the younger Dolphin class, who had started from the
beginning with Jolly Phonics, who made the most outstanding progress. They were over a
year ahead in both reading and writing, on average, and this is a test for English first language
children.
Reading test: Burt Reading Test (1974) Revised
Spelling test: Schonell Spelling Test

five year olds, not to mention the teacher. I
decided to break the two hours of phonics
into two parts - one part was story, song
and coloring, and one part of actual
phonics.
I started by introducing each letter sound
through the use of the Finger Phonics Big
Books. I had the students sit on the floor to
listen to a story. Since most children love
stories this was easy. I would make up a
story based on the suggested storyline in
the book. I also incorporated students’
names when telling the story to increase their
interest. For example, Daniel would be
playing the drum, Robin would be trying to
take the ragged blanket from Rags, Nell
used her net while the nasty noisy airplane
flew overhead. This was a lot of fun for the
children and helped in student
participation. I also asked the students
questions during the story. These
responses determined how the story
progressed. I found this method was very
valuable in the EFL classroom. Not only
were students learning phonics, they were
also actively communicating. Students
took an active speaking role rather than
simply listening to the teacher.
So after introducing the sounds with the
stories, I taught a chant and action for each
one. After sitting and listening to a story
the children welcomed the opportunity to
get up and do some physical activity.
Students were having so much fun they
didn’t realize they were actually learning.
For example, when learning the ‘h’ sound,
students would hop around the classroom
for a few minutes, then stop and make ‘h’
sounds. Their retention became apparent
when doing blending exercises. When a
student was having trouble with ‘h’, all I
would have to do is hop and they would
realize the sound they should be
saying. I cannot say enough about the
multi-sensory aspect of Jolly Phonics,
specifically in the EFL environment.
After learning the actions and chants
students wrote in their Jolly Phonics
Workbook.This was also fun for the children
and gave them time to relax before moving
on to blending and reading exercises.
I focused on getting the children to read
and sound out the words used in Jolly
Phonics rather than teaching them their
meaning. Basic vocabulary was taught
through flashcards or storybooks but most of
the vocabulary in Jolly Phonics was not

studied in the sense that students were
knew the tricky words were supposed to be
required to learn the meaning. However,
introduced after group three, but I wanted
alongside the teaching of Jolly Phonics in
to make sure the students were confident
this first year, the children were taught basic
in applying the 42 letter sounds before
functional language. The
introducing tricky
following year the children
words. Tricky words
went on to learn grammar,
are memorized, so
The great thing about this
using Jolly Grammar.
I
knew
they
program is that it is flexible in
would be learned
allowing the teacher to be
After seven months the
quickly, given my
innovative while still using
seven letter groups were
experience
with
the principles of the program.
completed. Students could
Korean students and
chant the letter sounds,
their solid ability to
most could blend well, and some had good
memorize new material.
writing and dictation skills. Since we had
five months remaining in the school year
During the final five months of the school
we decided to review the program. During
year we reviewed each of the 42 letter
the review I focused primarily on writing
sounds in depth. We had daily dictation
and spelling while also increasing the
tests, reading exercises, and independent
reading opportunities in class.
journal writing. Students covered every
word box, homework writing sheet, and
I also began to introduce the tricky words
grouped words from the Jolly Phonics Word
and alternative spellings at this point. I
Book. The concentration on writing really

helped students with poorer motor skills
while strengthening the ability and
confidence of fast learners. Most students
had a solid grasp of phonics after seven
months, however, the last five months were
when everything came together.
I cannot say enough about the impact Jolly
Phonics has made on the children, although
I had great support. Korean parents place a
great deal of emphasis on education. From
an early age, children are encouraged to
study English and other subjects in their
free time. The parents of our students
helped and encouraged with blending,
writing, and even letter sounds.
I was happy that the Jolly Phonics program
allowed these children to have fun while
developing solid reading skills at the same
time.

How we achieved highly
improved results at our school
By Marie Chung, Owner and Director of Sullivan School, Seoul
When I visited a public school in Ontario,
considered giving kindergarten children
Canada in May 2002, a kindergarten
homework and so I asked the mother if
teacher in Stratford introduced me to
they did this everyday. She replied, “He
Jolly Phonics. She showed me an action
does reading and writing homework
from the program and her
everyday.It’s unbelievable.
reading and spelling
I just follow the teacher’s
assessment charts. I saw
instructions , and he’s
Seeing such an effective
that it was a sound
progressing so quickly.”
teaching method that the
systematic approach to
It was a shock to me. The
children loved to get
teaching children basic
child was only four years
involved in made a deep
skills to become literate.
old and yet was
impression on me.
When I visited another
beginning to learn to
school in Guelph, I was
read and write, and
shown a timetable that included 2 hours
doing homework everyday.“What should
of Jolly Phonics every day. This teacher’s
I do now?”, I asked myself. I bought a
children had made excellent progress
complete set of Jolly Phonics teaching
using the program.
materials and returned to Sullivan School
with great enthusiasm. I was certain that
The thing that makes Jolly Phonics
integrating it into the phonics program I
different from other phonics programs, is
had developed myself, would bring very
that it is a fully multieffective results.
sensory educational
We conducted a standard test and
program using visual,
After piloting Jolly
discovered a surprisingly high rate
oral,
aural
and
Phonics at my school for
of improvement compared to a
kinesthetic methods
five months, I adopted
previous average year.
to teach the children.
the program as the
Seeing
such
an
official course material
effective
teaching
at the school. After
method that the children loved to get
contacting the Jolly Learning office in
involved in made a deep impression on
the UK and a visit by Mr Chris Jolly, we
me. I had never heard of Jolly Phonics in
decided to do this case study. We used
Korea and I wondered if it was available
children aged four to six years old, who
there. Later that day, I talked to a mom
had been learning with Jolly Phonics for a
who was working with her son on some
year. We conducted a standard test and
Jolly Phonics homework. I had never even
discovered a surprisingly high rate of

improvement compared to a previous
average year.
If we continue to exchange ideas with
other experienced Jolly Phonics teachers
and aim to provide the highest standard
of instruction, we will continue to
achieve excellent results.
Since discovering Jolly Phonics and its
benefits in May 2002, the teachers are
now experienced users and are enjoying
teaching the program with all its
different
materials. The Phonics
Handbook is particularly useful, as it
contains many different resources for the
entire program, making teaching it very
effective.
Sullivan School
543-4 Sinsa-dong, Kangnam-gu
Seoul, Korea
Tel: 02-544-4445
Email: marie783@hotmail.com

Why I am pleased to represent Jolly Phonics in Korea
By Lee Young-Jae, Chairman of Foreign Language Ltd and CEO of Practical Foreign Language Institute
During my time working in government organizations and later in international businesses, I have seen the
importance to Koreans of learning foreign languages, especially English. As a result, I opened a language school and
publishing house specializing in the publication and distribution of English language materials to schools. I have been
especially impressed with the results from using Jolly Phonics, and so I am pleased to be recommending and
distributing the program to other schools. Our company has also translated The Phonics Handbook to provide a
bilingual edition for Korean teachers. In addition, we have arranged training for teachers, bringing in the services of
Jolly Phonics Professional Trainers from Australia.

Jolly Phonics and my children
By Lee Sang-Yon, mother of a pupil at Sullivan School
Both of my two children attend Sullivan School. The eldest, my son Ken, has been there since 2001 and Sunny,
my daughter, since 2004. Sunny has acquired reading skills much faster than her brother and this is due to the
use of Jolly Phonics. In addition, she has developed much better speaking skills than her brother. Teachers at
Sullivan School showed me how Jolly Phonics gives children a solid foundation for learning English. Once they
have learned the fundamentals, they will be more confident and positive towards everything they learn.
Looking back, I wish my son, Ken, had had the opportunity to learn English with Jolly Phonics. I would like to
thank the principal of Sullivan School for providing the opportunity for my children to have a bilingual
education.

The Phonics Handbook
(Korean Bilingual Edition)
A handbook for teaching English Reading, Writing, Spelling and Pronunciation for use in Korea. The Phonics Handbook
enables English to be taught in a simple and straightforward way through an understanding of the 42 main letter sounds.
Extensive photocopiable material is provided so that a thorough program is available. The children are introduced to the
letter sounds of English and shown how to write them. They are shown how to ‘blend’ the sounds together to say words
and how to identify the sounds in words so they can become good spellers. An easy-to-use Pronunciation Code is
introduced so the children can see how to pronounce the words, (including the stress). 218 pages.

Jolly Phonics Starter Kit

Finger Phonics books 1–7
These 7 books teach children how
to recognize and form the letter
sounds. An action is given for each
sound and cut-out letters show
children’s fingers the correct
formation.

Finger Phonics
Big Books 1–7
These big books allow each new
letter sound to be introduced to
the whole class. They contain the
same content as the Finger
Phonics books. Set of 7 books,
each with 16 pages.

Jolly Phonics Wall Frieze
More than just the alphabet,
this classroom frieze shows the
42 main letter sounds.
In 7 sections.
Total length 9.33m/30’ 6”

Jolly Phonics Cards
A pack of four boxes for
whole-class use: letter
sounds, blending words,
alternative vowel spellings
and tricky words.

Everything a teacher needs to get started with Jolly
Phonics in a bright carrying case for neat and easy
storage. Contains: • The Phonics Handbook • Using Jolly
Phonics video • Jolly Phonics Videos 1 & 2 • Finger Phonics
books 1–7 • Jolly Phonics Workbooks 1–7 • Jolly Phonics
Wall Frieze • Jiglets (Animal and Vehicle) • Stencilets.

Jolly Phonics DVD
This children’s DVD covers the all the
letter sounds and the five basic skills
for reading and writing. Also contains
content of Using Jolly Phonics.

Jolly Phonics Videos
These children’s videos cover the all the
letter sounds and the five basic skills for
reading and writing.

Using Jolly Phonics video

Jolly Phonics
Workbooks 1–7

A practical demonstration of how
synthetic phonics is used in Jolly Phonics.
Other concerns such as special needs
and research findings are also covered.

A fun way for children to put their
skills into practice. Strategies for
tricky spellings and puzzles for
phonic skills are also provided.

Jiglets
JP Letter Sound Strips
A set of 30 strips for each child to help them
remember the spelling of sounds. Letters sounds are
on one side and alternative
vowel spellings on the other.

Jolly Phonics Puppets

Jolly Songs

Bring Inky Mouse, Bee and
Snake to life in your classroom with these 3 soft, plush
puppets. Sized for the
teacher’s hand.

For use at home, 42 songs and actions
for each letter sound in Jolly Phonics.
Includes an audio CD of all the
featuring children singing the songs.

Jolly Readers
Interesting
storybooks
designed for children who
are just ready to read.
Controlled
vocabulary
enables them to read the
words from their letter
sound knowledge.

Jolly Phonics
Presenter’s Kit
A complete presentation, with
presenter’s notes, corresponding
overheads,
complementary
video and audience handouts.

The Grammar
Handbooks 1 and 2
After Jolly Phonics, these
books introduce grammar,
spelling and punctuation
for the next two years.
There are 36 lessons in each
book
with
lots
of
photocopiable games and
activities.

Jolly Phonics Word Book
A handy reference for teaching
blending, spelling and dictation.
Contains lists of regular words made
from the Jolly Phonics letter-sound
groups, as well the tricky words and
words with consonant blends.

Jolly Jingles
This illustrated big book of short
songs, and an audio CD featuring
Canadian children singing, offer
an interactive way to reinforce
letter sounds and develop
reading skills.

Read and See books
These themed word books
can be read by students
once they’ve learned the
letter sounds. An illustration
of each word they read is
hiding under a flap.

Flexible, magnetic jigsaw
puzzles encourage children to
spell words from their sounds.
Two packs of four: Animals and
Vehicles.

Stencilets
For young children to help with
pencil control and letter
formation. Made of durable,
washable plastic, they clip the
paper in place. Pack of eight.

JP Alternative Spelling
& Alphabet Posters
Two posters showing the
alternative spellings of the
vowel sounds and the alphabet
respectively.

JP Letter Sound Poster
A poster of the letter sounds in
the Jolly Phonics order, ideal for
school or home. Includes
illustrations that prompt the
Jolly Phonics action and the
sound.

Jolly Phonics Tricky
Word Wall Flowers
Enables teachers to create a
bright wall display reminding
students of the tricky words
they have been taught.

Jolly Grammar Big
Books 1 and 2

Jolly Dictionary

These large format
books
allow
new
grammar concepts, such
as verbs, nouns and
conjunctions to be
taught to the whole
class.

Designed to teach children how
to look up words they don’t
know. Over 6,000 age-appropriate
words with definitions that have
been carefully selected so that
children find them easy to read
and understand.

